
           CASE STUDY

PAGO Networks Closes Blind spots by 
Integrating Stellar Cyber Open XDR 
Platform into their MDR Services

In the ultra-competi ti ve MSSP market, service providers must work hard to off er 

differentiated services to retain existing customers and grow their business. 

Seeing the need to evolve their MDR service, PAGO Networks began the arduous 

process of seeking out an XDR provider. After an extensive search and testing, 

PAGO Networks decided Stellar Cyber Open XDR provided the capabiliti es they 

needed to take the security they provide for customers to the next level. As a result, 

Stellar Cyber Open XDR is now a pivotal component of their DeepACT MDR Service, 

with results that surpassed their expectati ons.
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Holisti c
Integrati ng network, applicati on, virtualizati on, 

cloud, and user data with endpoint data 
improved the overall threat detecti on process

Streamlined
combines NG-SIEM, NDR, IDS, UEBA, and SOAR 

but also includes malware/phishing detecti on 
and several other essenti al security tools

High Visibility
Cross-environment visibility eliminated 

blind spots caused by unmanaged devices, 
reducing the risk of breaches

Rapid Value
Ability to act against acti ve ransomware 

threat to identi fy the extent of the breach 
and miti gate further damage

Blindspots
Unmanaged and invisible devices 
create blindspots for DeepACT, 
which relies on the ability to deploy 
endpoint agents. 

No Threat Hunting
PAGO Networks could not off er 
threat hunti ng services resulti ng
 in unknown threats would 
go undetected. 

Missing Multi-
Vector Threats
Analysts couldn't get a complete 
picture of the threat landscape 
without the ability to link network 
traffi  c, system logs, and more to 
a threat.

Many customers are already requesting to share success stories 

about the integrated operation of PAGO DeepACT MDR service 

and Stellar Cyber Open XDR."

B E F O R E W I T H  S T E L L A R  C Y B E R

“We expect our DeepACT MDR service and Stellar Cyber 
Open XDR to grow together as a pivotal platf orm for 
acti ve threat detecti on response for our customers.”

“



PAGO Networks, an MDR provider in South Korea, 
built their service off erings around advanced endpoint 
protecti on platf orms (EPPs) that allowed them to protect 
customers from signifi cant breaches that targeted laptops, 
desktops, and servers. In additi on to their highly successful 
MDR off ering, PAGO Networks provides an in-depth 
analysis of threats detected by other security products 
to develop a rapid response plan. 

“Many customers have implemented various security 
soluti ons. However, the resources and ti me needed to 
detect, hunt quickly, and respond to unknown or potenti al 
threats is more than most customers can manage. This is 
where we step in,” said Paul Kwon, CEO at PAGO. “We know 
we provide value to our customers, but it was ti me for us 
to look at upgrading our enti re soluti on off ering.”

“The visibility we get into our 

environment is outstanding, whether 

east/west traffi c or north/south traffi c. 

Therefore, we can triage from a 

generated incident to the source 

of what caused that incident.”
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“Aft er building the Stellar Cyber Open-XDR platf orm to 
customers, linking PAGO DeepACT MDR services, visibility 
for security analysis has expanded signifi cantly, and threat 
detecti on and response speeds have also increased, 
providing immediate security for customers.”

 Showing the value of the Stellar Cyber Open XDR Platf orm 
occurred from day one when PAGO Networks was able to 
use the platf orm during an acti ve ransomware att ack. “With 
Stellar Cyber, we were able to identi fy multi ple instances of 
ransomware across our customer's environment and rapidly 
miti gate the threat.” 

Stellar Cyber simplifi es detecti on and response by 
leveraging AI and machine learning. First, Stellar Cyber 
automati cally normalizes and enriches data from every 
sensor and security tool upon ingesti on into the platf orm. 
Then the AI and machine learning engines automati cally 
evaluate and group related alerts and identi fy new threats 
based on abnormal user and asset behaviors, producing a 
prioriti zed list of contextual incidents on the platf orm’s 
intuiti ve dashboard.

In additi on, Stellar Cyber showed value during the Log4j 
vulnerability issue. “Stellar Cyber accurately detects 
vulnerabiliti es and exposures, enabling us to provide 
our valuable security services to customers through 
PAGO DeepACT MDR services, pushing our customer 
sati sfacti on higher.”

Stellar Cyber helped PAGO Networks to close existi ng 
blindspots in their services while delivering a superior 
customer experience. 

PAGO Networks set off  on their XDR evaluati on process 
with the following three goals:

• Eliminate blind spots caused by unmanaged 
and invisible devices

• Incorporate a threat hunti ng off ering into their services

• Integrate other security alerts and log data into their 
EPP-based threat detecti on process

The evaluati on team at PAGO Networks considered two 
types of XDRs, closed and open. “Vendor-dependent XDR 
platf orms are useful when customers have various security 
soluti ons from specifi c vendors. However, they are not 
suitable for working with various vendors' products 
customers use,” said Paul Kwon, CEO at PAGO.  

The Open XDR platf orm was easy to build regardless of which 
soluti on was introduced by the customer. It was suitable for 
improving both the MDR service methodology added by 
PAGO Networks and the security level of the customer. Aft er 
signifi cant testi ng, PAGO Networks selected Stellar Cyber. 


